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Abstract: When learning the subject of power electronics, the three-phase voltage 

type inverter circuit is a kind of circuit that we need to focus on. This paper first 

introduces the composition of the three-phase voltage type inverter circuit, and 

introduces the commutation method corresponding to different conduction angles. 

Through the analysis of the basic circuit, it is concluded that the waveform of the 

three-phase voltage type inverter circuit is related not only to the conduction angle 

but also to the nature of the load. Finally, simulation was carried out with 

matlab/Simulink to verify the correctness of the results. 
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1. The composition of the three-phase voltage type inverter circuit 

 

Figure 1 Three-phase voltage bridge inverter circuit 

Three-phase voltage bridge inverter circuit shown in Figure 1. 

1. It is composed of three sets of single-phase half-bridge voltage type inverter circuits. 

2. IGBT is used as the switching device, and the anti-parallel freewheeling diode 

(reverse conduction type). 

3. The three-phase load is star-connected (no centerline). 

4. During the analysis, special attention should be paid to the difference between the 

virtual midpoint “N’” on the DC side and the actual midpoint “N” of the load star 
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connection (potentials are not equal). 

 

2. Longitudinal commutation and lateral commutation 

2.1 Longitudinal commutation 

The three-phase voltage type bridge inverter circuit is shown in Figure 1. The basic 

working mode of the voltage type three-phase bridge inverter circuit is 180° 

conductive mode, that is, the conduction angle of each bridge arm is 180°, and the 

same phase is up and down 2 The bridge arms are alternately conductive, and the 

angles at which the phases begin to conduct are 120° in turn. Thus, at any instant, 

three bridge arms will be turned on at the same time. It may be two arms below the 

upper arm, or one of the arms below the upper two arms. Since each commutation is 

performed between the upper and lower arms of the same phase, it is also called 

longitudinal commutation. 

 

2.2 Lateral commutation 

The 120° conductive mode, that is, each arm is electrically conductive at 120° in one 

cycle, and is sequentially turned on every 60° in the order of V1-V6. In this way, each 

arm of the upper and lower arms is turned on at each moment. When commutating, 

the flow is sequentially changed in the group of the upper arm group or the lower arm, 

which is called lateral commutation. 

 

3. Waveform analysis of three-phase voltage type inverter circuit 

3.1 The waveform when the conduction angle is 180° 

The working waveform of the three-phase voltage type bridge inverter circuit is 

analyzed below. For the U-phase output, when the bridge arm 1 is turned on, 

uUN’=Ud/2. Therefore, the waveform of UUN’ has an amplitude of Ud/2, and when the 

bridge arm 4 is turned on, uUN’=-Ud/2. Therefore, the waveform of uUN’  is a rectangular 

wave having an amplitude of Ud/2. The V and W phases are similar to the U-phase, 

and the waveform shapes of uVN’ and uWN’ are the same as uUN’ except that the phase 

difference is 120°. The waveforms of uUN’,uVN’ and u uWN’ are as shown. 

 

3.2 The waveform at 120° conduction angle 

When the conduction angle is 120°, it is a lateral commutation. Are the waveforms of 

uUN’,uVN’ and uWN’ the same as those in the longitudinal commutation? We know that 

there is a freewheeling flow when the load is resistive, and a current that follows the 

voltage when it is purely resistive. 

Resistive load 

The conduction angle is 120°, and at any instant, two bridge arms will be turned on 
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at the same time. For example, the bridge arms 1, 2 are conducting, the bridge arms 

2, 3 are conducting, and so on. 

For the U-phase output, when the bridge arm 1 is turned on, uUN’=Ud/2, when the 

bridge arm 4 is turned on, uUN’=-Ud/2, and when the two bridge arms are not turned 

on for a while , uUN’=0. The V and W phases are similar to the U phase, and the 

waveform shapes of uVN’ and uWN’ are the same as uUN’except that the phase difference 

is 120°. 

Resistance load 

Because of the freewheeling of the resistive load, at any instant, three bridge arms 

will be turned on at the same time. For example, the bridge arms 6, 1, 2 are conducting, 

the bridges 1, 2, 3 are conducting, and so on. For the U-phase output, the bridge arms 

6, 1 must be turned on at the next moment when the bridge arms 6 and 1 are turned 

on, but at this time, the V-phase current corresponding to the bridge arm 6 can pass 

due to the freewheeling action of the load. The VD3 of the bridge arm 3 continues to 

circulate, in fact, the bridge arms 6, 2, 1 are turned on, at this time uUN’=-Ud/2. 

At the next moment when the bridge arms 6, 2, and 1 are turned on, the bridge arms 

2 and 3 must be turned on, but at this time, the U-phase current corresponding to the 

bridge arm 1 can pass through the VD4 of the bridge arm 4 due to the freewheeling 

action of the load. Continue to circulate, in fact, the bridge arms 1, 2 / 3 conduction 

at this time uUN’=-Ud/2. Therefore, the waveform of uUN’ is similar to the conduction 

angle of 180°, except that the phase difference is 60°. 

 

 

Figure 2. Waveforms of uUN’,uVN’,uWN’ 

 

4. Three-phase voltage type inverter circuit simulation 

(1) Using the matlab simulation model as shown 
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Figure 3 Simulation model of three-phase voltage inverter circuit 

 

   Figure 4 Trigger circuit 

 

  Figure 5 Parameter settings 

(2) Simulation results 
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Figure 6 Simulation results 

 

5. Conclusion 

From the simulation results, the following conclusions can be drawn. 

(1) Three-phase voltage type inverter circuit When the conduction angle is 180°, the 

waveform of uUN’ is independent of the load characteristics. 

(2) Three-phase voltage type inverter circuit When the conduction angle is 120°, the 

waveform of uUN’ is related to the load property. When the load is a resistive load, the 

waveform of uUN’ is similar to the waveform when the conduction angle is 180°, except 

that the phase difference is advanced by 60°. When the load is a pure resistive load, 

the waveform of uUN’ changes with the change of the conduction angle. The positive 

and negative voltages each last for 120°, and the rest of the time is zero.  

(3)When the conduction angle is 120° when the conduction angle is 120°, when the 

load is a resistive load, three bridge arms are turned on at each moment for 

longitudinal commutation; when the load is pure resistive load, At each moment, two 

bridge arms are turned on for lateral commutation. 

The above analysis and results can give people a deeper understanding of the three-

phase voltage type inverter circuit, which provides good information for future learning 

and application. 
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